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Chernobyl: The New Evidence
Thirty-five years after the world’s worst nuclear accident, this film examines newly released Soviet KGB files to uncover the real story of the Chernobyl disaster. 2x60, 1x90 HD

Nature’s Big Year
What happens when the world hits pause? Nature reboots! Scientists reveal unexpected and astounding discoveries from the year of the pandemic. 1x44 HD

Chef Secrets: The Science of Cooking
The best chefs know that there’s a hidden ingredient in any tasty dish: science! This appetizing film goes deep inside the kitchen to reveal the delicious chemistry, physics and microbiology of cooking. 1x44 HD

Death Is But a Dream
Dr. Kerr, a hospice doctor, conducts intimate interviews with dying patients, through which viewers can experience the immense power of end-of-life dreams and visions firsthand. 1x60, 1x82 HD

Riveted: The History of Jeans
Discover the fascinating story of this iconic American garment. From their roots in slavery to the Wild West, hippies, high fashion and hip-hop, jeans are the fabric on which the history of American ideology and politics are writ large. 1x60 HD

CATALOG SPOTLIGHT

Betty White: First Lady of Television
Betty White’s 80+ years in TV is officially the longest career in the history of television. Celebrate her illustrious life and decades-long career with this comprehensive portrait from the producers of Pioneers of Television. 1x55 HD

CRITICAL ACCLAIM

“Top 10 Must-See Films”
— Indie Wire, NOW Magazine, The Gate

First We Eat
What happens when an ordinary family, living just south of the Arctic Circle, bans all grocery store food from their house for one year? Add three skeptical teenagers, one reluctant husband, no salt, no caffeine, no sugar and -40 temperatures. 1x101, 1x55 HD

SPRING SHOWCASE
coming in March—more information to follow!

See you in person at MIPTV!
Can We Cool the Planet?
Scientists look to geoengineering and other methods to cool the planet. **1x55** HD

Earth Days
This feature-length film documents the origins of the modern environmental movement. **1x102** HD

D-Day 360
Data gathered though forensic laser scanning, 3D computer modeling and eye-witness accounts bring the battlefield to life as never before. **1x54** HD

The King Who Fooled Hitler
This landmark film breaks news about the deception around the Normandy landings of 1944 that fooled Hitler. **1x47** HD

Becoming... The Beatles
Before the fame and fortune there was the lesser-known story about the six young men who would—and wouldn’t—grow up to become The Beatles. **1x52** Now available in UHD

Stonewall Uprising
On June 28, 1969, New York City police raided a Greenwich Village gay bar, the Stonewall Inn, setting off a three-day riot that launched the modern American gay rights movement. **1x83** HD